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SUMMARY

A three-dimensional geometry and mass model of the LDEF spacecraft and experiment trays has been

developed for use in predictions and data interpretation related to ionizing radiation measurements. The

modeling approach, level of detailed incorporated, example models for specific experiments and radiation

dosimeters, and example applications of the model are described.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the ionizing radiation and effects on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)

satellite provide new data important to attaining a more accurate definition of the space radiation

environment. An important issue in interpreting the LDEF radiation dosimetry data, and in performing

definitive predictions to compare with the data, is the influence of material shielding effects. For example,

data for the absorbed dose from geomagnetically trapped protons indicate a strong anisotropy for

measurements made at different locations on LDEF (ref. 1), and measured LET (linear energy transfer)

spectra from galactic cosmic rays also exhibit a directional response (ref. 2). A question in interpreting

these results is to what extent this angular response is due to the directionality of the space radiation

environment, which would be common to other spacecraft having orbit parameters simil,'tr to LDEF, as

opposed to the influence of shielding variations particul_u to the LDEF experiment/spacecraft configuration.

The purpose of the present work is to provide a geometry and mass model of LDEF incorporating

sufficient detail that it can be applied in detemaining the influence of material shielding on ionizing radiation

measurements and predictions. The model can be utilized as an aid in data interpretation by "unfolding"

shielding effects from the LDEF radiation dosimeter responses.

*Work supported by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. AL, Contracts NAS8-38121 and NAS8-39386.
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MODELING APPROACH

Initial work on the development of a LDEF geometry/mass model, which included the spacecraft

structure and individual experiment trays but provide no detailed modeling of the tray contents, has been

reported earlier (ref. 3). The model has now been extended to include a detailed description of the contents

of several trays (F2, F8, H3, and H12).

The rationale of this tray selection for detailed modeling is as follows: Tray F2 (containing Exps.

P0004 and P0006) and Tray F8 (containing Exp. M0004) are located near the trailing and leading edges of

LDEF, respectively, and contain radiation dosimeters important to assessing the directionality of the trapped

proton exposure (ref. 1). Furthermore, other measurements from the P0006 experiment in Tray F2 show a

directional dependence of the spectra from heavy ions in galactic cosmic rays (ref. 2), and shielding

variations around this experiment are needed in interpreting the data. Preliminary data from Exp. M0001 in

Trays H3 and H12 indicate a higher heavy ion flux than expected entering the detector from the direction of

the interior of the LDEF spacecraft (ref. 4), and the influence of shielding on relating the observed ion

spectra to the incident space spectra is of interest in interpreting these data.

Methodology

The LDEF geometry/mass model has been programmed in FORTRAN using the combinatorial

geometry methodology of describing complex three-dimensional configurations. The computer version of

the geometry module used here has been operated for many years in radiation transport applications, and is

the geometry module commonly used with the HETC radiation transport code (ref. 5).

The combinatorial geometry method describes three-dimensional material configurations by applying

logical operators to form unions, differences, and intersections in combining simp!e solid bodies (spheres,

boxes, cylinders, etc.) to form a complex geometry. Material properties are assigned to each zone defined

by these operators, and ray-tracing algorithms are included to provide the pathlength and material identifier

for each zone traversed_This material identifier is used as an index to retrieve information (density, atomic

compositions, etc.) from a materials properties table. As an aid in debugging, we have used the SABRINA

code (ref. 6) to obtain a graphical output of the geometry input data.

Input Data Sources

Input data for constructing the LDEF model has been obtained from engineering drawings, preflight

reports from experimenters describing component layouts, dimensions, and materials for individual
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experiments, and pre- and post-flight photographs, all kindly provided by the LDEF Project Science Office. 1

Key modeling input was the weight of individual experiment trays and all spacecraft structural

components provided by NASA LaRC from pre-flight center-of-mass and flight dynamics analyses. 2

Dimensions for the experiment trays and descriptions of certain electronics and data storage components

common to various experiments were obtained from the LDEF Experimenter Users Handbook (ref. 7).

General descriptions and photographs of individual experiments from Clark, et al. (ref. 8) were also

helpful.

Information needed for the detailed modeling of Exps. P0004, P0006, and M0004 was provided by

Benton and Frank, 3 and a detailed description of Exp. M0001 was provided by Tylka and Adams. 4

Level of Detail Incorporated

The LDEF spacecraft is considered to be comprised of the following general categories for modeling

purposes: spacecraft structure, miscellaneous spacecraft components, and experiments, which include the

experiment trays and components (Tables I-III). The 84 experiment trays on LDEF can be further divided

into four subcategories: (a) space debris experiments (26 trays), for which the tray contents can be

adequately modeled as an aluminum plate; (b) ultra-heavy cosmic ray experiments (16 trays), for which the

contents can be simply modeled as aluminum plus plastic; (c) trays containing ionizing radiation dosimeters

(13 trays), for which some detailed modeling of the tray components is desirable, and (d) all other

experiments (29 trays), for which the tray is considered to be filled with aluminum having a reduced density

such that the individual tray weight is preserved. Thus, each individual experiment tray is modeled, with the

actual weights of the trays and contents included, but only the contents of selected trays are modeled in detail

for assessing shielding effects on the radiation dosimeter responses. Of the 13 trays indicated in Table III as

containing ionizing radiation dosimetry, four trays (F2, F8, H3 and H 12) are modeled in detail.

Experiment Models

Some of the geometry models of the LDEF ionizing radiation experiments are shown here as examples;

other models and details of the modeling procedure are given in ref. 9. Fig. 1 shows a view of the LDEF

spacecraft model with experiment trays, including the four experiment trays in which the contents are

modeled in detail.

Fig. 2 shows the component layout in tray F2 and the corresponding combinatorial geometry model.

This tray contains the six canisters of tomato seeds (SEEDS experiment) with the thermoluminescent
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dosimeters(TLDs) of Exp.P0004for measuringradiationdoseat variouspositionsin theseedcanisters.

This tray alsocontainstheExp.P0006detectorstack,which includesseveraltypesof radiationdetectors:
TLDs, plasticnucleartrackdetectors(PNTDs),activaiionmaterials,andneutrondetectionfoils. TheExp.

P0006detectormodelis shownin moredetail in Fig. 3.

Thelayoutandgeometrymodelof trayF8 containingExp. M0004onspaceenvironmenteffectson

fiber opticsis shownin Fig. 4. This tray containstwo radiationdosimetrypacketsin eachof-twoCanisters,

with eachpacketcontainingbothTLDs andPNTDs.

i

i

The modeling assumptions for these and other trays in terms of geometry and material simplifications

are detailed in ref. 9.

APPLICATIONS

The LDEF geometry module program can be applied in several operational modes: (a) as a stand-alone
= = . .... : , .... ; :

program, material thicknesses along rays emanating from specified spatial points and a specified angular

grid can be generated to pr0yide three-dimensi0nal shielding variations around Various dosimetry

components; (b) such shielding distributions can also be used as input to one-dimensional transport codes

which use solid angle sectoring to approximate three-dimensional radiation transport; and (c) the geometry

module can be interface with detailed three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport codes (e.g.,

HETC).
; Z 2

Th e geome_/mass model is currently :.being. utilized;;in several studies related to predictions and ;_; : ;:

comparisons with LDEF radiation dosimetry data and in the interpretation of LDEF radiation measurements.

The model has been used with radiation transport calculations to predict the directionality of the radiation

dose measured on LDEF (ref. 10), which showed that 3-D shielding effects were very important in

comparing with the dosimetry data, and the model has been used by NRL 4 in analyzing results from

the Exp. M0001 heavy ion experiment.

Shielding calculations using the LDEF geometry/mass model are also being made to investigate the

directionality of protons and heavy ions observed (ref. 2) in Exp. I:'0006 plastic nuclear track detectors. An

example'modei application is and:aione-mode) isgiven in _ig_ 5_ Whic_ shows the sh}eid]ng distribution in

a horizontal plane around one of the PNTD side modules of Exp. P0006. Here a local coordinate system is

used with the angle o_measured ina plane parallel to thetraytoG The "dips"_in the Shielding distribution

designated as (a), (b), and (c) occur for directions between the seed canisters, with the large peak in tile

distribution (d) corresponding to directions going through lower trays (toward earth-end) and through the

center ring of the spacecraft structure. The other P0006 side modules see a similar horizontal shielding
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distribution but displaced by 90 ° . Such shielding variations can have an important influence on the observed

radiation environment.
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Category

UJ

k-

Table I. Level of Detail for Modeling LDEF Spacecraft
No. WslgM WalgM

Compo_lm! R|cOI (IbL) %

Center Ring I 2,073 9.7%
Longemns 24 2,2 B0 10.7%
End Frames 2 1,374 6.4%
Diagonal Tubes 8 926 4.3%
Intercostal Rings 72 758 3.5%
Trunlons,Plns,Scuff Pits 10 501 2.3%
End Support Beams 5 285 1.3%

TOTAL STRUCTURE: 8,197 38.3%

Batteries 2 100 0.5%

,_, Initiate Electronics 1 105 0.5%Wiring 100 0.5%

Nuts and Bolls 200 0.9%
tu Damper Assembly I 62 0.3%
O Thermal Covers (Ends) 12 154 0.7*
_E Ballast Plates I 1 365 1.7%

ModelingApproach

Modeled as Individual component.

Modeled as Individual componenW.

Modeled its individual components.

Modeled as indivlduld components.

Modeled as Individual components.

Modeled as Im:lMduaJ components.

Modeled as Individual components.

TOTALMISCELLANEOUS: 1,086 5.1%

EXPERI- Experiment Components 84 12,110
MENTS and Trays

TOTALLDEFWEIGHT:

56,6%

21,393 100.0%

Included as pad st earth-anti support belun.

Included as pad of cenle¢ dng weight.

Included as pad of cartier ring weight.

Included as part st cenler dng weight.

Modeled as Individual oomponenl.

Modeled as Individual componen|s,

!Included as part st end trames.

Modeledeach experimenttray sef)arately,
with individual experiment weights
)reserved, Modeling lot components

verm with experiment type.
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Table II. Level of Detail for Modeling Experiments
NO.

Trays
26

16

13

29

Model Experiments
N plate " S0001: Space Debris (I.aRC)

Al+plastic plates A0178: Ultra-heavy Cosmic-Ray Expt. (Dublin Inst., ESTEC)

"detailed" iSelected experiments containing ionizing radiation dosimetry.

homo(jenizeOA! (all others)

Table 1II Trays Containing Ionizing Radiation Dos'unetry
Experiment

No. Experimeflt DoslmetTy
Tray

Bay-Row
C-2, G-2

C-3, C-9

B-3

H-3, H-12

D-3,D-g,G-12

E-6

0-3.D-8,D-g

F-8

C-2

F-2

F-2

A-0015

A-0114

A-0138

M0001

M0002-1

M0002-2

MO003

M0004

MOO06

P0004

P0006

B_;tack (DFVLR)

AtomicOxygen (UAH, MSFC)

OpticalRbers (CERT/ONERA - DERTS)

Heavy ions(NRL)

TrappedProtonSpecL (AFGPLMSFC, at sl.

Heavy Cosmic-RayNuclei(U. KelI)

Space Enw. Effectson Matls. (Aerospace)

Space Envr.Effectson Oplk::s(AFWL)

Space Envr.Effects(AFTAC, Grumman)

SEEDS (Un_'v.SF)

LETSpectrumMess. (Unk,.SF, MSFC)

TLD's, PNTD's

Ac_vadonSamples

TLD'S

PNTD's

PNTlYs,TLD's,AcL

PNTD's

I"LD's

TLD's,PNTO's

TLD's

TLD's,PNTD's

TLD's, PNTD's,

Rss, & k:¢ Samples

i
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Figure 1. Combinatorial geometry model of LDEF spacecraft with the four experiment

trays (F2, F8, H3, and H12) containing radiation dosimeters which have been modeled
in detail.
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Figure 2. Layout of components in LDEF experiment tray F2 containing
radiation dosimetry (top) and combinatorial geometry model (bottom), showing
TLD packets (Exp. P0004) in the seed canisters and the Exp. P0006 detector
stack2
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Figure 3. Material layers modeled in the Exp. PO006 detector stack (top.) and
corrresponding combinatorial geometry model of detector and camsters

(bottom).
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Fi_-41 Lyout of LDEF tray F8 C0nia_ning Exp. M0004 radiation dosimeters
(top) and corresponding geometry model (bottom).
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Figure 5. Shielding distribution in horizontal plane for a point on the surface of
the detector module of Exp. 1:'0006.
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